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“Dovi Frances is a financial services entrepreneur

Muly Litvak is a musician, art collector and

Professor Giaglis the Director of the Institute

Uriel is a co-founder of Orbs and CoinTree. Orbs

and a technology investor. He is the founder and

entrepreneur. He is the co-founder and owner of

For the Future (IFF) at the University of Nicosia,

develops next-generation Blockchain as a service

general partner of SGVC, a venture capital firm

an investment company that invests in high-tech,

Cyprus. He has been working on digital currencies

infrastructure. CoinTree is a world-leading ICO

based in Los Angeles, California.

start-ups and real estate development worldwide.

and blockchain applications since 2012.

consulting and products development company.

Since its inception, SGVC has built a name for itself

Litvak is the founder of high-profile ventures

George is one of the first academics to research

by making early investments into some of Silicon

that have a significant impact on the online

and teach on blockchain, having: designed the

Valley’s most prominent FinTech companies.

adult entertainment industry, specializing in the

curriculum of the world’s first full academic

Today it is a major backer and stakeholder in

matchmaking and live-streaming sectors. He is a

degree on blockchain (MSc in Digital Currency at

Addepar, Tipalti, HomeLight, SunBit, TripActions

visionary who always tries to stay one step ahead.

the University of Nicosia); led the development

and Next Insurance. Frances currently serves
on the board of directors of Tipalti, SunBit,
HomeLight, and Covercy. He is also an advisor
to Addepar, PumaPay and is a member of the
Advisory Council of Leumi Bank U.S. Frances
graduated from Ben Gurion University in 2005 with
a bachelor degree in Business Administration and
he graduated from UCLA Anderson in 2008 with
a Masters in Business Administration in Finance
and Marketing”

“We live in exciting, historic times. The Blockchain
era has tremendous potential and promises to
change the economic order. In a very short time, it
is going to disrupt many sectors and decentralize
them, giving the power to the people. Those who
make use of the decentralized platforms will
have the opportunity to reap benefits that were
previously limited to centralized companies and
organizations”.

of blockchain credentialing technology that has
resulted in the first ever publishing of academic
certificates on the blockchain; taught on the
disruptive innovation potential of blockchain;
organized a number of prominent blockchain
conferences and events. In his career, he has
published more than 150 peer-reviewed papers
in leading scientific journals and conferences and
serves in the editorial board of seven academic
journals, including Ledger.

Formerly Uriel co-founded Visualead, a AR/VR
mobile startup acquired by Alibaba. Uriel holds a
BSc summa cum laude in Electrical Engineering
from the Technion.
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Pantelis Foulis

Milenko Strika

Gleb Chernov

CEO

Chief Blockchain Architect

CFO

Head of Product

VP Business Development

Founder and CEO. MBA. Over 20

Giorgos combines the technical

Pantelis C. Fouli is a Chartered

Entrepreneur, product manager/

An accomplished and high achieving

years of experience at executive

mindset of his engineering

Certified Accountant (ACCA).

owner with high knowledge of mobile

Fintech professional with specialist

level in various online companies.

background along with professional

and web UI/UX, branding, marketing,

skills in sales, account management

Strategic planner and executor

experience in IT industry to design

market analysis and research.

and operations management.

in highly dynamic business

and deliver complex solutions. As

Worked on different innovative

Combines a broad technical skill

environment. Highly analytical

a Blockchain engineer who was

solutions for E-Commerce, Banking,

set with strong business acumen

and advocate of data-oriented

working in the Blockchain team at

Forex and Telecommunication that

to deliver outstanding results.

management. An entrepreneurial

IBM Client Innovation Center Benelux

He has served in various roles in

helped shape and drive products

Skilfully identifies and pursues key

character with a proven record

for the past years, he was involved

the profession and Industry with a

with creative ideas.

opportunities that impact positively

of accomplishment of setting up

and contributed in multiple pilots and

proven record of accomplishment.

new business ventures. Blockchain

proof of concepts for the energy and

enthusiast.

finance industry.

Every position he has undertaken
these past 23 years has been with
the same vigor to stop at nothing
until the task at hand is completed.

He is also an ACCA advocate and
mentors aspiring accountants in his
spare time.

on commercial/financial goal while
upholding customer satisfaction.
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Stella
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Constantinos
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Mat
Stone

Smart Contracts Developer

Smart Contracts Developer

Developer

Developer

Cyber Security

Holds an MS degree from Taras

MS degree in computer science in

Stella Evagorou completed her

Constantinos Eracleous started at a

Mat Stone is an IT professional

Shevchenko National University of

2007. He is the author of scientific

studies in Leicester, UK where

young age to show interest in coding

who works with technology to

Kyiv (2005) and PhD from Subbotin

papers on the 2D approximation

she obtained a bachelor degree in

and computer science his interest

solve problems. Mat believes there

Institute of Geophysics (2015).

of irregular data and acceleration

Computing and a Master’s degree

quickly developed to a passion in

is always a way of making things

Viacheslav has diverse experience

of seismic processing on cluster

in web application and services.

his teen years. He has since studied

better, stronger and more secure.

of software development including

computers. Yevhen is responsible for

During and after her studies, Stella

Computer Science at the European

From an early age, Mat has been

HPC/geophysical simulation

the development of 3D graphics and

was involved in various development

University of Cyprus. During his

using computers and the internet

software (MPI, OpenMP, CUDA,

computing modules in geophysical

projects and has recently moved to

studies Constantinos got involved

to learn about the world and help

OpenCL), fullstack web development

software packages “Tesseral 2D”,

the field of blockchain and smart

with various projects including a

others. In 2002, Mat moved into the

(including NodeJS and React),

“Tesseral Pro” and “GeoPoisk” (C++,

contracts.

small open source Inventory System

world of servers, data and security.

Virtual/Mixed Reality (Hololens/

OpenGL). He also has extended

and a reservations website. After

Focusing more on how people

Unity, React VR) and Bockchain

experience in microcontroller

finishing his studies he began his

actually work allowed Mat to build

Ethereum based applications.

programming and fullstack web

involvement with cryptocurrency.

more human-friendly and secure

development (focusing on backend, non-SQL databases and cloud
technologies) and recently moved
to Blockchain/Smart Contracts
development.

systems.

